We study the dimuon yield from open charm decays in the intermediate mass region(IMR) in heavy-ion collisions at the CERN-SPS energy. We find that final state rescatterings which broaden the m T spectrum of charmed mesons can enrich the part of the phase space covered by the NA50 experiment, thus leading to an apparent enhancement of IMR dileptons within the acceptance of the experiment. Such an enhancement increases with the dimuon invariant mass and the single muon energy cut-off.
energy, the temperature and gluon fugacity are probably too low to produce any significant amount of charmed quarks. The charm production in a hadronic gas can also be neglected.
We focus in this paper on another possible scenario in which IMR dileptons can be enhanced in the acceptance of NA50 P b + P b experiment. We demonstrate that the modification of the phase space distribution of D-mesons due to final state rescatterings can change the shape of the dilepton distribution in phase space. Since most experiments only measure a small part of the whole phase space, the redistribution of the dileptons from decays of charmed mesons can give rise to an apparent enhancement of IMR dileptons within the limited acceptance of the experiments.
In the dense medium formed during heavy-ion collisions, interactions among hadrons or partons will lead to partial thermalization of the system. Thus, effects of strong final state rescatterings are expected, e.g., in the experimentally measured particle spectra in transverse momentum [20] . These spectra can be parameterized in an exponential form, dN/m T dm T ∝ e −(m T −m)/T ef f , and are characterized by the inverse slope T ef f . It is found that T ef f increases with the system size [21, 22] and is roughly a linear function of the particle mass. For example, T ef f for protons increases from 148 MeV in pp collisions to 208
MeV in central SS collisions, and to 289 MeV in central P b + P b collisions at measured by NA44 [23] . The increase is often attributed to a collective transverse flow, which essentially comes from final state rescatterings among secondary particles [24] . Such effect of final state rescatterings which causes the broadening of hadronic m T spectra, could also happen to
To obtain a qualitative feature of this effect, we model final state rescatterings in the following way. We assume that D-mesons thermalize with their local environment, where the degree of thermalization is parameterized by a temperature T . Due to the lack of knowledge about interactions between D-mesons and other hadrons, one cannot accurately estimate the value of T . We assume that D-meson spectrum is influenced by final state rescatterings in the same way as other hadrons. Thus, T ef f for D-mesons in central P b + P b collisions is enhanced to about the same value as those for protons and φ-mesons (290 MeV). From this T ef f , the parameter T can be constrained to be about 150 MeV in our model. Note that T is the local temperature which differs from the definition of T ef f . Later in the discussion we will show the dependence of our results on T .
We calculate the open charm production in pp collisions with the latest PYTHIA program [25] . We use the MRS D− ′ [26] parton distribution functions with intrinsic parton transverse momentum k t of 1 GeV/c, and with m c = 1.3 GeV/c 2 . The charm pair cross section in pp collisions, σ pp cc , is normalized to 9.5 ± 2µb at E Lab = 200 GeV [15] , which then gives 6.8µb
at E Lab = 158 GeV. For central P b + P b collisions at 158 AGeV, the number of charm pairs is then given by
where the overlap function T P bP b (0) is taken to be 30.4/mb [27] .
We take the Peterson fragmentation function to describe the hadronization of charmed quarks to D-mesons: For semileptonic decays of D-mesons to muons, the average branching ratio of c → µ + X is taken to be 12%. The muon energy spectrum from D-meson decays is consistent with the measurement of the MARK-III experiment [28] . Since the number of charm pairs, N
P bP b cc
, is much less than 1, the dilepton spectrum from decays of uncorrelated charm pairs is negligible.
In addition, we note that like-sign subtraction is applied in the NA50 data analysis.
The dimuon invariant-mass, pair rapidity, and θ µ CS , which is the angle of one muon relative to the beam axis in the dimuon rest frame(Collins-Soper reference frame), are defined as:
where β z,pair = (p
Invariant-mass spectra of dimuons from charm pair decays are plotted in Fig.3 . The total dimuon yield does not change since the total charm yield does not change. However, there are much more high invariant-mass dimuons after final state rescatterings. The dimuon pair rapidity distribution has little change.
To consider the effect of the limited acceptance of an experiment, we approximate the NA50 acceptance by taking the following cuts on dimuon variables:
and cuts on single muons: As we have demonstrated so far, the enhancement factor of IMR dimuons from charmed meson decays, R, depends on the D-meson transverse momentum spectrum characterized by T ef f . This inverse slope is related to the parameter T , which in our model controls the strength of final state rescatterings. As one can easily imagine that the degree of final state rescatterings must depend on the size of the dense matter in heavy-ion collisions which in turn depends on the impact parameter. In principle one can study the effect of rescatterings in a cascade model and study the dependence of the effective T ef f or the enhancement factor R on the centrality of heavy-ion collisions. To demonstrate such possible dependence, we simply vary the effective local temperature T here and study how the effective IMR dilepton spectra will change. Show in Fig.5 are the final D-meson m T spectra for different values of temperature T . The inverse slopes, T ef f , from these spectra can also be read off in Fig. 6 , where the relations R(T ef f ) and T (T ef f ) are shown. The two boxes on the left in Fig. 6 refer to the expected dimuon yield by simply scaling up pp results without consideration of final state rescatterings, thus T = 0 and R = 1 by definition. The two boxes on the right refer to the enhanced dimuon yield due to final state rescatterings with a default value of T = 150
MeV. Both the R(T ef f ) and T (T ef f ) relation are roughly linear, thus the R(T ) relation is also almost linear. However, the relation between T or T ef f and the impact parameter could be more complex, which we will not address in this paper.
We would like to point out that the absolute value of the total charm cross section, σ pp cc , is not important for our study of the enhancement factor, R, for dimuons from charmed meson decays; because we normalize R to 1 for pA collisions and thus σ pp cc cancels. We take σ pp cc to be 6.8µb just to be consistent with the NA38 data [15] .
Besides final state rescatterings, there is also some effect from initial multiple scatterings, which effectively increases the parton intrinsic k t . By modeling initial multiple scatterings in a random-walk picture where the additional average k NA50 acceptance is significantly enhanced as a result. Our model for the effects of final state rescatterings is very schematic. However, the essential point is the broadening of D-meson m T spectra, which can be roughly represented by the increase of T ef f , the inverse slope of the D-meson m T spectrum. More studies can be done beyond this schematic model. The centrality dependence of the enhancement can be studied and compared to experimental data at various values of total E T . The p ⊥ dependence of the enhancement can also be studied by applying various p ⊥ cuts, and a larger enhancement is expected when more stringent energy cut is applied to single muons. However, the ultimate test of this model should come from direct measurements of D-meson spectra. MeV.
